We shall see, however, that orientational order persists, in the sense that bond-angle correlations now decay algebraically, (g*(r)g(6)) -1/ r "6 . This phase can be described as a liquid crystal, similar to a two-dimensional nematic, but with a sixfold rather than twofold anisotropy.
The exponent q, (T) is related to the Franck constant K"(T), which is the coefficient of -, '~% Op in the free-energy density: q, (T) = 18k BT/mK"(T).
We find that K"is infinite just above T, but de- Integrating over mesh sizes between a and ae', we obtain partially dressed parameters p(l), g(1), y(l), and K(l), which satisfy, to 0(y'(l)),
This corresponds to the critical value E, =16m, and is also suggested by the "entropy argument" of Kosterlitz and Thouless. '
The results for orientational correlations above T follow from a calculation of the Franck constant K~:
pT --= lim q'{ e(q) e( -q) )
K~~0
for all E, so that its recursion relation can be obtained trivially from (3) and (4).
As in Ref. 7, y(l) 
